RAILWAY RECRUITMENT BOARD, ALLAHABAD
Dated : 25/02/2016
RESULT FOR TYPE TEST & DOCUMENT VERIFICATION
On the basis of ONLINE Exam conducted from 19/09/2015, 20/09/2015, 21/09/2015, 24/09/2015,
27/12/2015, & 28/12/2015 for the posts mentioned below of Centralized Employment Notice No- 2/2015,
Candidates with following Roll Nos. have provisionally been found suitable for being called for Type test
cum Document Verification or only Document Verification to be held at BAGHEL COMPUTER CENTRE,

163J ADA COLONY NEEM SARAI, MUDERA BAZAR ALLAHABAD, Uttar Pradesh, India, 211011
at 10.00 hrs on 11/03/2016 as per schedule indicated below:
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Post: Account Clerk, Commercial Clerk, Jr Clerk, Ticket Examiner & Trains Clerk
Cat No. ALL of CEN-02/2015

Date of Typing Test & Document Verification: 11/03/2016

13152211086905
13152221070506
13152224005825
13152241069837
13152254090823
13152271133769
13152272137666
13152281021987
13152284004942
(Fifty Four Only)

13152211119881
13152221086916
13152224053407
13152241102877
13152261133115
13152271134852
13152274134925
13152281024730
13152284015212

13152214132160
13152221087921
13152224103891
13152244038902
13152264132202
13152271134857
13152274135985
13152281085997
13152284053145

13152221002281
13152221119537
13152224117300
13152244069959
13152264135281
13152271136864
13152274136133
13152281101148
13152284062433

13152221052262
13152221120030
13152241054260
13152251004936
13152264136909
13152271137716
13152281004767
13152281103129
13152284071051

Date of Document Verification: 11/03/2016

13152211086609 13152222085288 13152261132385
13152261133631 13152261137512
13152264038056 13152264134055 13152264135672
13152281039758 13152281060745
13152281087044 13152282114256 13152284002278
13152284004986 13152284054327
13152294131299 (Nineteen Only)
Note: Based on merit & choice of posts of above 19 candidates, Type test is not required for them.

13152221052678
13152222015542
13152241069140
13152254026443
13152271128483
13152271137720
13152281015463
13152282022709
13152284071753

13152262134909
13152281070454
13152284070474

In addition to the actual vacancies, additional candidates equal 0.3 times the vacancies are provisionally called
for “Verification of Certificates & Genuineness of Candidature” (AS WAIT LISTED CANDIDATES). These additional candidates
are being called as wait listed over & above the number of vacancies primarily to avoid shortfall in the panel due to absenteeism
of selected candidates etc. if any. It should be noted by the candidates of above Roll nos. that merely calling for the “Verification
of documents & Genuineness of candidature” does not in any way, entitle them for an empanelment/ appointment in Railways.
1.

Candidates should download the call letter for Document verification and type test from our website
www.rrbald.gov.in which shall be made available shortly. SMS and email will be sent to above candidates on
their registered mobile numbers and email-ids respectively.

2.

Candidates who fail to attend the Document verification on the scheduled date shall be given 2 nd chance
for Document verification (DV) at 10.00 HRS on 18/03/2016 (Only for Document verification , Not for Typing
test) but such candidates should have a valid reason with supporting document for not attending the DV on
their scheduled date. No separate call letter shall be issued for 2nd DV. The Venue for 2nd document
Verification shall be at the Office of Railway Recruitment Board, Opp. NCR Headquarter Building, Near
Railway Hospital, Subedarganj, Allahabad, PIN- 211011.

3.

Physically handicapped candidates are eligible for exemption from typing qualification for appointment to clerical
posts if they are found otherwise qualified and (are certified as being unable to type by the medical Board attached
to Special employment Exchange or by a Civil Surgeon where such a Board does not exist). Candidates seeking the
exemption must be present with the above certificate on the date of typing test. Candidates remaining absent on the
date of typing test will be disqualified for concerned posts. Instruction to candidates appearing in the typing skill test
is attached as Annexure-I.

4.

You have to bring for verification all your original certificates with one set of Photostat copies in respect of
a)

Date of Birth proof and matriculation (SSLC/ Matric / 10 th certificate)

b)

Pre-degree/10+2/Higher Secondary/ Inter (Where applicable)

c)

Educational qualification proof as per mentioned in the employment notification for the above said post(s)(all
mark sheets, Diploma/Degree certificate Issued by University/AICTE only)

d)

Community (SC/ST/OBC) proof in the prescribed format (Annexure-3/Annexure-4 of CEN No. 02/2015) issued by
competent authority with proper seal and designation of the issuing authority.

e)

PWD certificates as per Annexure-9 of CEN No. 02/2015.

f)

Ex-serviceman proof (No objection certificate/ Discharge certificate, Ex-serviceman Book & Identity card etc.)
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g)

No objection proof (NOC) from the competent authority, if already employed in Railway or any Government
department /public sector undertaking with all services particulars (Date of appointment, present designation
etc.) if the NOC is not produced during the document verification the candidature will be rejected as per
para 5(B) (Vi & 12 of CEN No. 02/2015.

5.

Candidate must ensure that his/her name, date of birth, father name and other particulars in the original certificates
match with entries made in application.

6.

In case of variation in name /father’s name/initial etc. necessary affidavit to be obtained from notary stating the name
as filled in application and that appearing in all certificates refers to the same person and submitted at the time of
verification.

7.

Please note the OBC candidates have to submit latest community certificates with non- creamy layer certification
which is not more than one year old as on the date of verification.

8.

You are also required to submit 03 copies of your recent passport size photograph.

9.

For SC/ST candidates free Travel pass is attached with the call letter. At the time of obtaining reservation and
travelling, the reservation Clerk or Ticket checking staff will ask for original SC/ST certificates for verification of
genuineness of the candidate.

10.

You may please note that candidature of those candidates who fail to produce original certificates in support of their
date of birth/ qualification/community in proper format/ proof of Ex-serviceman/ Proof of PWD/ NOC on the day of
counseling/ verification is liable to be forfeited without any further notice.

11.

The onus of proving the eligibility for the post concerned and the genuineness of the other averments made
in the initial application shall rest with the candidates. Their candidature would be purely provisional and
would be liable to br cancelled, at any stage of recruitment or thereafter, in case of any inconsistency is
noticed at the stage of document verification or later.

12.

No further time will be allowed for submission of certificates.

13.

In order to avoid shortfall in the panel, the number of candidates being called for document verification is more than
the actual number of vacancies.

14.

As per para 13 of CEN No. 02/2015 furnishing any false information to the RRB or using unfair means in the
examination or deliberate suppression of any information at any stage will render the candidate disqualified
and debarred from appearing at any selection or examination for appointment on the Railways or to any
other Govt. service and if appointed the service of such candidate is liable to be terminated.

15.

The final selection of the candidates will be subject to number of vacancies available, performance in the
Computer based examination and verification of all original certificates and satisfaction of all prescribed
criteria.

16.

Candidature once empanelled for any of the posts depending on his/her choice/ merit position will not be considered
for alternative appointment later if he/she is found medically unfit.

17.

Candidates can download all the annexure, format, and access the results from our website www.rrbald.gov.in

IMPORTANT: Beware of the touts who may misguide the candidates with false promises of getting them selected for the job on
illegal consideration. The recruitment process in the RRB exams is fully computerized and the selection is based purely on the
merit of candidates.
While every care has been taken in preparing the above result, the possibility of inadvertent errors can not be ruled out. The
Board reserves the right to rectify the same later on. Results/notices also available on RRB/Allahabad website
www.rrbald.nic.in & www.rrbald.gov.in Help line tele no. 0532-2222585
CHAIRMAN
‘Serving Customers with a Smile’
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Annexure-I
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES APPEARING IN THE TYPING SKILL TEST
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(b)

(vi)

Typing examination will be conducted on Computer in English / Hindi as per the choice
of the candidate. Candidates are requested to read the On-screen instructions
carefully.
The candidates are required to pass the Typewriting test at the minimum speed of 30
Words Per Minute in English or 25 Words Per Minute in Hindi.
The candidates are required to type minimum 300 words or 1500 strokes so as to
attain a minimum speed of 30 Words Per Minute in English Typewriting. Similarly, a
candidate appearing in Hindi Typewriting should type minimum 250 words or 1250
strokes in order to attain a speed of 25 words per minute. The duration of the test is 10
minutes. The transcripts of those candidates who do not type out 300 words/1500
strokes in English or 250 words / 1250 strokes in Hindi in the prescribed time will not
be evaluated. The standard measure adopted in counting words is @ 5 strokes per
word.
Candidates must start typing from the starting of the text and must complete the whole
text. If any candidate finishes the text before the allotted time, he/she should restart the
same passage and continue typing until expiry of the time.
The evaluation of the passage typed by the candidate will be done as follows:(a) The mistakes will be classified as full mistakes and half mistakes. (5% mistakes of
the total words typed may be ignored).
Accordingly, the total number of mistakes will be calculated asNo. of full mistakes + No. of half mistakes
2
The typing speed of the candidate will be worked out by the following formula:As per formula: No. of total words typed - (No. of mistakes x 10)
Time
The candidates must return the question paper along with their scripts to the invigilator
after the examination is over duly signed. They should not take out of the examination
hall either the question paper or scripts or any other blank typing paper. They should
not tear any sheet given to them.

(vii) Physically handicapped candidates are eligible for exemption from typing
qualification for appointment to clerical posts if they are found otherwise
qualified and (are certified as being unable to type by the Medical Board
attached to Special employment Exchange or by a Civil Surgeon where such a
Board does not exist). Candidates seeking the exemption must be present with
the above certificate on the date of typing test. Candidates remaining absent on
the date of typing test will be disqualified for concerned posts.

